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1
SUMMARY

, '• In the present investigation, an improved estimator, rs, of the finite
population correlation coefficient is suggested. A numerical example is also
given.
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1. Introduction

The correlation coefficient, p, was first introduced by Bravais [1] and an
estimate 'r' of this parameter from n pairof observations from a bivariate nomial
population was proposed by Pearson [9]. Wakimoto [18] has studied the
behaviour of 'r' under stratified random sampling for continuous populations.
Gupta, Singh and Lai [3,4] have studied the behaviour of 'r' under simple and
stratified random sanipUng respectively for finite populations. Gupta and Singh
[5], Kumar [8] and Chand [2] have studied the behaviour of 'r' under PPSWR,
two stage and cluster sampling respectively. Rana [12] has also studied the
behaviour of 'r' under simple random sami)ling.

Srivastava and Jhajj [15] have proposed a general class of estimators for
estimating finite population correlation coefficient, p, using i)rior information
X and S^ of tlie auxiliary variable. The estiinators belonging to the class
suggested by Srivastava and Jliajj [15] takes the inadmissible value, that is,
the value of their estimators may or may not lie in the interval (-1, +1) for
a given sample.

In tlie present paper, we have proposed an admissible estimator, 'r^', of
finite population correlation coefficient, p, by following Prasad [10] and Prasad
and Singh [11].
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2. Nolations and Expectation

Assume that a simple random sample of size n is drawn from the given
population of size N. Let the values of tlie variable y and x be denoted by
Y; and X. as usual for the ith unit of the population i=l,2,...N and by y, and

Xj for the ith unit in the sample, i=l,2,...,n. Let us denote by

y = n-^ X Vi' = n"' S Y = N"^ ^ Y;
1=1 i=l

X=N-' i
i= 1

n

Up, = (n-ir' I (Yi-y)"
1

N

= (N-l)-' X (Yi-vy (Xi-X)"
i = l

^1/2

i = l

A A A
,1/2p = U,/(Uo,U,o)'^^ r = U,/(Uo, U20)

For simplicity assume that population size N is quite large as compared
to sample size n so tliat the finite population correction terms are ignored
tliroughout:

Writing

5 = (Uo/Uo,)-1, e = (U^/U^o)-!. (j) = (Ui/Un)-!

such tliat

E(5) = E(e) = E((})) - 0

and

E (8^) = n"'
U,

04
- 1

-1E(e') = n
U 40

-1
U;02 U:20

E(())2) - n-1
U 22

-u?
- 1 E (5 (t)) = n-1

U 13

UozU,,
-1
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-1
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E (e 8) = n
-1

( u,22

U20 U02
-1

These exiiected vahies may easily be obtained by following Sukhatme et al.
[17]. The variance of 'r' (up to terms of order, n"^) is given by :

Var(r) = n ^ +
r U22 1 fUo4^U4o^ 1 r u,3

.Un + 4
\ y

2 Uo2U„
\

U'22

2U,oUo,

U 31

...(2.1)

3. Proposed Estimator

We have proposed an estimator, r^ of finite population correlation
coefficient p as;

r.=

A

u:
• A /\ V1 /7

(U20 U02)"'

where, U*; = KUu and Kis some constant. We shall use the foUowing results
to find the mean square error of, r^ defined at (3.1).

Result / : We have

V(Uti) = E[U; - U,,]' = E[KU„ (l +(t))-U„]'

(^22
(K - 1)^ + n"'= U?, - 1

ut,

Variance of U*j is minimized for

II

N 1+n"'1

.

I"".

A ^

Minimum variance of U,j is given by :

U'22

Ui,
- 1

Min. Var. (U^i) =
i+if' - '1

v. /

= n"' KU?,

...(3.1)

...(3.2)

...(3.3)

U'22

U
- 1

11

...(3.4)
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Result II :

A A

VKU^oUo,)'̂ ] = E[(U,_„U^y/^ - (U,oUo,n^

Result III :

= (4nr'U,„U,20 >^02

Uo4 ^ U40 ^ 2U,,
U02 U20 U20 U02

CovfU^i, (U^oUoj)'̂ -] = KCov[U,„ (U^o

= K[E {U.. (U20 - E(U,,) E(^0 Uo2)^^]

...(3.5)

1/2= (2n)-'KU.. (U20U02) U„ ^ U31 ,
...(3.6)

^02^11 Ujo Uu

4. Variance of the Proposed Estimator

The variance of the proposed estimator, r^, at (3.1) is given by

n2

Var(r3) = E[r3-pf = E

7A A- ,

(U20 U02)

(U20U02)"' ^

E[Uti - P(U2oUo2)"']'

= E
[Uti -P (^20^^02)""]'

U20 ~ U20 U02 U02
^20 U02 1+-

u '20

1+-
u,

02

[Uli - P(U20 U02)"']'
= E

^20 ^02
1-

^20 U20
U'20

^02 U02
U 02

+ O (£')

Neglecting higher order terms at (4.1), we get

Var(r,) = E fUti -(U2oUo2)"¥
U20U02

...(4.1)
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A A

=(UioUoi)"^ EKU^i - Uii)-p {(U2oUo2y''̂ -(U2oUo2)'̂ ^}f
= (U20 Uoz)"' [E (Uti - Uii)^ + E{(U20 - (U20

-2pE(Ut, - U„) {(U2oUo2)'''-(U2oUo2)'̂ '>1

- (U20 Uo^r' [V (Uti) +p' V{(U2o U02)'''}-2p Cov {Uti, (U20 U02)'''}]
...(4.2)

Using tlie results mentioned at (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) in the relation (4.2),

ru'22 u 13
u '31

we get

Var (r_) = n"' p^ K U,1^ 2U02U,, 2U20U1,

U„
U22SX

1 ruo4 ^ U40
+ 4

^ , Hii
U20 ^02

Uo/ U20'

= L, (say)

U,'22

2U20 U02

Relation (2.1) and (4.3) shows that, Var(r^) < Var(r) if

5. Biasof the ProposedEstimator

One can easily see that,

B(r3) = (K-l)p +KB(r)

where B(r^) and B(r) denote the bias in Uie estimators r^ and r resi)ectively.
Thus we have to show that

lB(r3)l < lB(r)l

Now we will take tlie following cases ;

Case-I. Both p and B(r) are positive; tlien (5.2) will hold if
p+B(r) >0, because K<1(always) -(5.3)

which is always true.

...(4.3)

...(4.4)

...(5.1)
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Case-II. When p is positive and B(r) is negative;

Condition (5.2) will hold if

P - IB WI ...(5.4)
Case-Ill. When p is negative and B(r) is positive;

Condition (5.2) will hold if

- IP' ...(5.5)
Case-IV. Both p and B(r) are negative;

Thecondition (5.2) will nothold. Proposed estimator r will bemore biased
than the usual one. These condiUons will be quite helpful to Uie investigator
to decide the situation where the proposed estimator can safely be used.

6. On Optimum Choice ofK

The optimum choice of'K given at (3.3) dej)ends on unknown population
parameters \J^ and U,j and hence restricts tlie practical use of the proposed
estimator. In this case we will discuss two cases:

Case-I. If the population is bivariate normal, Uien following Kendall and
Stuart [7] we have

U22 = p(U2oUo2)'̂ ^ and Un - (l+2p^) U^o
Tims the optimum value of K becomes

K = 1/[1 +n~' {(1 +2pVp^}] ...(6.1)
and its estimator is given by

K = 1/[1 +n-' {(1 +2rVr^}] ...(6.2)
Case-II. One can also replace and Ujj by their consistent or unbiased

estimates to get an estimator of K given by
A

K=l/[l+n-'(^-l)] ...(6.3)
Uli

It is shown by several research workers viz. Srivastava and Jhajj [14],
Samptli [13] and Prasad and Singh [11] that if we replace K by its estimator
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't, tlien the asymptotic mean square error of tlie proposed estimator remains
same. These results hold equally good for the proposed estimator in tlie present
paper.

For tlie purpose of numerical illustration, we have considered the
population described below and observe that condition (4.4) is satisfied.

Table 1.

Population Horvitz and Thompson [6] Sukhatme and Sukhatine [16]

Yi
No. of house-holds on the ith

block
No. of banana bunches

Xi
Eye estimated no. of house

holds in ith block
No. of banana pits

P
0.8662 0.7737

Uil 64.6400 18896.3000

U,3 10554.3800 759797648.2000

U3, 15478.6700

U02 61.8000 2746278278.0000

^20 90.1200 13433.4000

N 20.0000 20.0000

U22 11261.8300 1446954322.0000

L 11070.8600 1061772488.0000
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